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The press followed out the evolution determined in the pre-
vious period. Ownership became in all but a few cases commer-
cialized. It passed from the hands of individual proprietors, who
could treat their newspapers to some extent as a personal trust,
into those of companies or syndicates, who made public issues
of shares and had to earn interest on them. Twenty years ago',
the Institute of Journalists was told by its president in 1913,
'the list of the London Stock Exchange did not contain a single
newspaper corporation. Now twelve large companies, repre-
senting many millions of capital, figure in the quotations. Many
other companies are dealt with publicly in a more restricted
market.'1 Money came before public policy under these
conditions.
The ways to make it had been discovered by Newnes, the
Harmsworths, and Kennedy Jones. To the Daily MaiPs tech-
nique for increasing circulation and consequently attracting
advertisers, every popular paper, it seemed, must conform or
perish. A few men early built up large newspaper businesses
from nothing, as those pioneers had done. C. Arthur Pearson,
a man of more energy than originality, worked in Newnes's
office after Alfred Harmsworth had left it; then he went out and
founded Pearson's Weekly, a close replica of Tit-Bits and Answers,
and developed round it, just as they had, a lucrative swarm of
little periodicals. Subsequently, still copying, he launched (1900)
the Daily Express in imitation of the Daily Mail. It never in his
time attained any solid success; but for some years he exercised
a certain force through it, particularly between 1903 and 1906,
when he made it an organ of Chamberlain's Tariff Reform
movement. The other largest concern of this kind was that of
the Hultons at Manchester. They had begun by publishing
sporting papers—a distinct line, but not very paying, because
unattractive to advertisers. But they went on to copy exactly,
like Pearson, the Harmsworth evolution; first making money
by multiplying little papers, and then launching on their
northern ground halfpenny evening and morning newspapers
modelled on the Evening News and Daily Mail.
These enterprises took away custom and advertisements from
the old-established newspapers, not merely in London, but all
over the country. The large capital resources and pushing
popular methods of the new-comers made them very hard to
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